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1. Preliminaries 
In [ 21, Hall considers block designs which admit an automorphism 
acting transitively on both the points and the blocks. He refers to these 
as cyclic (v, k, A) block designs. In this paper we consider a generaliza- 
tion of this idea. In particular, we are concerned with block designs 
which admit an automorphism which acts regularly, i.e., the automor- 
phism has no fixed points and no fixed blocks and is the product of dis- 
joint cycles of equal length with respect o both points and blocks. 
In Section 2 we develop necessary and sufficient conditions for a given 
block design to admit a regular automorphism. This extends the results 
of Hall [ 1 ] and also generalizes a res;llt of Hughes [ 31 who Bresented 
corresponding necessary conditions in the case of symmetric designs. 
Our development provides two basic algorithms (programs) which may 
be applied to a given set of (potential) design parameters. The algorithms 
yield either the existence of a design (having the given parameters) and 
corresponding regular automorphism or tkc noil+xistence of a design 
(with the given parameters) admitting a regular automorphism. Finally, 
in Section 4, we indicate the results of applying these algorithms to spe- 
cific sets of parameters and suggest some remaining problems. 
Throughout the paper we let Sp denote t 
of the block design 
meters (u, 6. r, k, A) i 
ference is counted separately. We write A(,4, A) as A(A). If X f 0 (mod n), 
)L4 denotes the list in which each element of A occurs X times. If Ai are 
such lists, IIAi again represents the list i l : which each occurrence of an 
element in U4, is counted separately. t 3r a set X, 1X1 denotes the cardin- 
ality of X. If ,4 is a set of residues mod 11, /JPV denotes {a + HZ (mod /I): 
a E /I) ; [,4 ] is defined to be the least s < 11 such that A, = A. Finally, 
if X is a set of subscripted residues mod I?, XV1 denotes {(a + m (mod n))i: 
(,a)i E X1. 
We would like to thank Geoffrey Pi zirrk :.3r cJevera1 useful suggestions 
and for his considerable assistance in th=: pu ,gramnling aspects of this 
work. 
2. Basis results 
h at~fontorphisnr of the design CD = ( 33 ,‘3 ) is ti bijection (II of9 
and cf 3 such that if x E 9 and B E 3 : then c&x) E 9 and a(!?) E W 
and x E B if and only if Ly(x) E a(B). 
If G is a group of automorphisms of tiae design 9, we say that G acts 
regular& on Q if no element of G other than th: identity fixes any 
block or an=/ point of (a. If in addition, t; is of order 12, cyclic, and 
generated by 8, we .will say that 8 is a re ,“t; rlar automorphism of order n 
of% 1 
Remark. If the group G of order IS! acts regularly on design 9 , then each 
point orbit and each block orbit has length 11. 
eoreml.Letrb =i 9 $3 ) be a design with parameters (v, 6, r, k, h). 
Let n divide iv, b) and let G be a regirlar at&morphism group of order 
it of 9. Let s = v/n and t = bJn. Let Ip,, . . . . 3, denote the poirzf orbits 
of G and let “JB1, . . . . gt denotethe block orbits of C. Let aii be the num- 
ber ofpoinis of pi inyldent with a give/l block B E C8 i. Thera the SX t 
matrix A = caij) satisfies the followirtg: 
(i) Zj= 1 ilii = r, Zf= 1 aii = k, 
{ii) “f= 1 aij(Qij- 1) = h(ll- I), 
(iii) C(=* aij afj = X*rr: i # 1. 
it is clear that the number of points of 
k as the numb 
i inci- 
f points of 9 i incident with B’ 
is Nell-defined. Let iV de e the tota’l number of incidences 
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of points in orbit Vi with blocks of c10. We count N in two ways. Since 
every point of Pi is incident with r blocks of c10, we get that N = 1 9il.r. 
On the other hand, a given block B in block orbit9+ contains aij points 
of Pi, SO that N = 2&aij IclS,l. Since G is regular, we have I Z?il = Igjl =t-z 
for a!! i arid j. Consequently, 
t t 
N = 1 9 i[V = 11~ and 
Hence t 
N =I71 aij IQjl = 12 ,zQij* 
N = ilY = Il C aij or 
j=l 
r = ha,. 
j=l 
Counting the total number of incidences of points with blocks of a 
given block orbit, we obtain similarly that 
lC;ejl k =kaij lclojl 
i=l 
or f;,ii =k. 
i=l 
To obtain (ii) we count the total number of occurrences N of the form 
(x, y, B), where x, y are points in Pi and B is any block such that x and 
y are incident with B. Since any two points are incident with h blocks, 
we get II = 1 Pjl(l ZPjI-l)X. On the other hand, counting over each of the 
block orbits, we get N = Zf= 1 aii(Qjj- 1 )I% il. Since C is regular, we obtain 
t t 
N = tz(ll- 1 )A = Caij(aij- l)II 
j=l 
or (n--1)X =Ca..(aij-1). j-_l lJ 
To obtain (iii) we count the totni number of occurrences N of the 
form (x, y, B), where x is a point in orbit 3$, y is a point in orbit pl 
and B is any block such that .Y and _I’ are incident with B. We get on the 
one hand 1 PiI 1 3’,lA = N. On the other hand, N = Zf=lajj all I9$. Hence 
t 
I pjl I 3) /IX =Caij Qlj lqjl* 
j=l 
Since I pi( = 1 pII = i93$ = YZ, we obtain 
t t 
n * r-1 44 = aij alj l I1 Or 
j=l 
Observing (ii) of Theorem 1, one sees that the le 
this equation is always even. Consequen 1~) if a (up b, c k 
mits a regular automorphism group of order II and X is odd, then /? must 
also be odd. 
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LampIe. We consider the unknown design with parameters 5 1,8S, 10, 
6, 1. We assume that the design admits a regular automorphism of order 
17. If this design exists and admits a regular automorphism of order 17, 
then by Theorem 1, there exists a 3Y S integer matrix A f: (aij) satisfying 
5 3 
(i)‘T:a..=r= 10, jq 11 ~ aii = k = 6 
5 
(ii) 23 a..@.. j=l lJ 13 -4) = X(/t--1) = II* 16 ‘, 111, 
]B&Jw are twa SOlutiOnS for the mtri Y A. 
d generalized (n, r, X) difference sert is a list of sets D = {D, * . . . . D,} 
wrhere ach Di = (CQ, . . . . a,.} is a set ol’pi residues mod n such that 
xi=1 Pi = P and for each x $0 (mod n). there are exactly X pairs aim, ail 
(1 G i G 1) such that aim - ai/ E x (mod PI). 
If t1 = {D,}, then D, is a (n, r, X) d#.;c?rence setin the sense of Hall 
[ 2 1. In [ 11, Hall gives necessary and SP Zicient conditions for a design 
to be cyclic in terms of a (n, r, A) difference set. The next theorem 
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a design to admit a regular 
automorphism in terms of the matrix A and generalized ifference sets. 
Theorem 2. A block design with parameters (v, 6, r, k, X) exists adrnit- 
thg a regular arftomorphisrn 0 &If order YZ if and ortly if 
(i) There exists an sX t matrix A, where s = VIII, t = b/n, 
. &aij=k, 
i=i 
j=l 
Qii(Qii_ 1) = X(n- 11, 
sa tisfyiprg 
j=I 
aij alj = An, i # 1; 
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arzd 
(ii) there vsist gerreralized (n, r, X) d!f’ererrce scvs D,, D,, . . . . D,, with 
Di = {Dj, 3 ea.1 Dir}, satisjj*itzg 
(d) IO,1 = “ii, the (i, 1) etz tr_v of A, 
(e) Uf=1 A(DiiB Dli) = XZ, for i # 1. 
, 
(f) for ewer~ i G t, the Iecrst Comttlotl tmllti@e Of (10, j I, . . . . [Dsj l}=rz. 
Proof’. Let 0 be a regular automorphism of order 11 of the design. Then 19 
induces u/11 = s point orbits 9 l, . . . . ;Ps and b/u = t block orbits ~10 1,. . . . 
q,. We will represent point orbit 9, by {(a)i;a E 2,) and then may as- 
sume that 8 : (a)i 4 (a + 1 (mod H))j and for a block (B)i E 30 i, 
8 : rs>j + (B, )j. By Theorem 1, there is an SX t matrix A satisfying (a), 
(b) and (c). Let (I?$. be a given block in block orbit t10 i, 1 G ] < t; let 
Dii = yi n (B>j. Then ID,1 =Uij. Let x $0 (mod II). Then the objects 
(0)i and (Y)i of orbit Pi must occur together in exactly X block: that 
is, for X choices II, w and z with t/ f D,, w E Dij, we have 0 z II + z 
(mod tl), x = w + z (mod n). Since z z ---II (mod n) is uniquely deter- 
mined by II, we have exactly X pairs (II, w), tl E Dij, w E Dij, 1 < j G t, 
such that x t w - II (mod ri). Consequently, every “pure difference” 
occurs X times or equivalently 9 i = { Djl, . . . , Dt> is a generalized (n, I, X) 
difference set. 
Let .Y be any residue mod n. Since the object (X)j or orbit ljai and ob- 
ject (O)I of orbit 3$ must occur in exactly X blocks, theze exist X choices 
14, w and Z, 14 E D,, 11, E Dtj, such that x E t/ + z (mod n),O 3 w + z (mod n) 
or,y f II - w (mod n). Consequently, every “mixed difference” occurs 
X times in the set A(D, !llj) or equivalently $1 A(D,, Dtj) = XZ,. 
Also_ we must have, for eachi < t, the least common multiple of 
{[DljI 3 *-*) [o,iII = tz; if this were equal to some HI < tz, we would have 
(B)j = (Bm)j contradicting the fact thaf block orbit 93 B has length n. 
Conversely, suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. Let 3, = ((a)i: a E 
ifsandlet 9=lJ& 9j. We define the 0th block of block orb 
(Bo >i = lJi= 1 {(a)i: a E Dii). We assert hat the sets (Bm)j, m < TV, i G t, 
are the blocks of a (u, b, r, h, A) design having points 9. Note that by 
assumption (f), the least common multiple of{[D& . . . . [Ds$ =IZ and 
consequentiy rBI)j # (B, )j for Oe< I < ttz < 42. ‘~‘!xs th<;:se are b = t?* t 
blocks and v = PPS point 
Let (X)i be a point in ie NOW {(a)i: a E Dii) C iBo)j for i G S and 
since L,J (a) and (d), 2& ID,1 = r, it follows that( belongs to r blocks. 
%milarly, one shows that a given block contains Ik points. 
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If iK)i and ct’)i are distinct points in orbit 3,. l?t x - J’ z~ z (mod I?). 
By (ii), there are X pairs II, w (each pa+ in the same set of Di) quch that 
the “pure difference” x - -&’ = II - w z z (mad n). ?.,etting !n s x - II = 
P’ Y- w (mod II), we have that (?C)i and (_l’y)i belong to (B,)j. Hence each 
pair of points in point orbit T) i belot:gs tc exactly X blocks. Similarly, 
if (x: ji is a point in 9 i and (y)l a point in P I, there are (by (e)) X pairs 
II E Dii, w E B!; such that the “mixel: diff zrence” x - JJ 5 td - w = z 
(mod u). Hence if ng z x - u s ,Y -- W (I’d I’), then (X)i and (J)! belong 
to <&m>j. Consequently, each pair of yoit., :s belongs to exactly X blocks. 
Moreover, e : (a)i + (a f 1 (mod n))i a~cf 3 : (B, )j + (Bm + 1>i is a regular 
automorphism of order 11 on the design. 
3. APgoritkms ’ 
In this section we consider applications of the preceding de;lelopment. 
In accordance with Theorem 2, in searAng for a regular automorphism 
on a design or for an unknown design, we utilize two algorithms (which 
have been implemented as computer p ,ograms). The first algorithm tests 
for the existence of the matrix A. If tl-& algorithm is successful, asecond 
algorithm Js applied. This latter algoritb n searches for generalized iffer- 
ence sets and attempts to properly corGne them. We now consider each 
of these two algorithms in some detail. 
As noted in Section 2, for a given regular automorphism of order M on 
a design (D with parame!ers u, b, r, k, h, the matrix A will have s = U/U 
rows and t = b/u columns. Moreover, using the equations of Theorem 1, 
it follows that each row of A must satisfy the equation 
ka2 =X(r-t - l)+r. 
i=l ii 
From this condition, all possible rows are determined. Now an attempt 
is made to combine these rows into a matrix satisfying the two remain- 
ing conditions - the column sum condition an 
tion. An initial matrix is formed by taking as each row the first row found 
by the program. This matrix is then modified in an attempt 
remaining conditions. Tllis process involves permuting the el 
row of the matrix using a tree search (directed by a heuristic evaluation 
od of expanding the tree reduces its size and directs 
n no permutation can be 
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other row found in the first part of the program is introduced into the 
matrix. 
The second algorithm assumes the existence of a matrix satisfying the 
uired conditions and for each distinct row of the matrix attempts to 
sets Dil, DQ, . . . . 
1 A(Dij) = hZz 11 
of integers mod tr such that lDij1 = Qi/i and 
In seeking the sets Dij, equivalent solutions (i.e., solutions which de- 
termine the Lame differences) are avoided by working with the list AZ,* 
of differences. When a solution is found, only a single representative set 
of Dii)s is stored. 
The program proceeds by partitioning the list X of differences, as- 
signing Qii("ij -1) differences to each D,* Then it. seeks sets Dit, . . . . D, 
which produce the differences assigned to them. This process, which 
utilizes rCC?jrslve routines, generates all non-ecluivalent rows. 
Finally, the program seeks  rows which together satisfy conditions 
(e) and (f) of Theorem 2. For a matrix with one row, these do not apply. 
For matrices with more than one row, t5e program attempts to find first 
pairs, then triples, etc., of generalized ifference sets which satisfy the 
conditions. At this point generalized ifference sets equi;lalent o the 
representative (which has been kept in storage) must be considered since 
a final solution (now satisfying the inner product condition (e) between 
different rows) does not necessarily utilize the particular epresentatives. 
4. Results *and problems 
We list here a sampling of the results of applying the programs of Sec- 
tion 3 to various sets of parameters. For each of the six-tuples (v, b, v, k, 
A, 0) below, u, b, r, k, X are the parameters of an unknown design and 0 
the order of an automorphism. In each case there is no design with the 
given parameters admitting a regular automorphism of order 0. (This - 
follows since in each ease the first program indicates the matrix A as 
required by Theorem 2(i) fails to exist.) 
(28,42, 15, lO,S, 7), (4669, 9, 6, 1, 23)9 
On the (Jther hand, for the parameters 22, 
gram 
secon 
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by the following blocks: 
. * Iq)&, 2,, 3,, 50, or, 5, I 
No, I,, Jo, boy 3,, 6,) 10,L 
IO,, 3(-J, 7(-j, I,, 7,,8,, q;> 
Although there ar;: two matrices .d, whL.h result upon ;rr;suming the un- 
known design with parameters 5 1, 8.5. 1 C: 6, 1 aclmits a regular qL!to- 
morphism of order 17 (see earlier cxarr@L ), the second algorithm has 
shown that such a design (admitting a reg alar automorphism of order 
D 7) fails to exist. 
Pn conclusion, we note :;ome areas where improvement in the above 
algorithms eems feasible ;jnd also suggesir some possible extensions of 
the deas developed in th<. paper. 
Vticularly with regard to the second algorithm, the process becomes 
quite lengthy as H (the orcier of the aut?morphism) becomes large. In 
this case, the number of partitions of t27e se! of differences becomes very 
large and consideration could quite poz ;ibie be restricted to a relatively 
small subset. In addition, the second algorithm becomes inefficient in 
checking the inner product conditions a.> the number of rows in the ma- 
trix increases. We feel efficiency could ‘Le improved by employing heur- 
istic search routines at this point. 
We would like to see the ideas of the above development extended to 
include consideration of an arbitrary automorphism on a block design. 
It would seem possible that not only the theorems, but also the algo- 
rithms might be extended and consequently the search for unknown 
designs might be carried out on this broader level. A framework of this 
sort would at- _..,,‘LI provide an effective means of studying the automorph- 
ism groups of known designs. 
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